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Intermediate between the transitions a hexatic phase is predicted which has short range positional order and algebraically decaying bond-orientational order (order in the local lattice orientation). Birgeneau and Litster [3] [4] in 650BC (n-hexyl-4'-n-pentyloxybiphenyl-4-carboxylate). High-resolution calorimetry investigations by Huang et al. [5] show that the SmA-HexB transition in 650BC is continuous with a heat-capacity anomaly described by the critical exponent « -0.60. Employing an experimental technique which is an extension of the ac calorimetry method [6] , Nounesis and coworkers reported a strong anomaly associated with the thermal conductivity of 650BC in the vicinity of the SmA-HexB transition [7] . This is described by a critical exponent a = 0.51 ± 0.04 and a critical amplitude ratio A' /A-= 0.93.
In this paper we report on thermal conductivity studies for the SmA-HexB transition in 370BC, another nmOBC compound (n-alkyl-4'-n-alkoxybiphenyl-4-carboxylate). The SmAHexB transition of 370BC has a similar anomaly in the thermal conductivity. The heat capacity of 370BC over the same temperature region is consistent with that found for other nmOBC compounds with critical exponent a = 0.60. Fitting the thermal diffusivity data to a simple scaling model [8] [7] . Due to the relatively poor thermal conductivity of liquid-crystal compounds (about one-fifth that of glass) a special sample cell has been designed to significantly reduce heat loss by conduction through the sample container. The cell consists of a thin sample of liquid-crystal compound housed between two chemically etched glass slides [6] . To [7] was done for This determines WH, the high cutoff frequency which is directly related to the effective thermal diffusivity of the entire sample cell, and can be used to determine the thermal conductivity of the liquid-crystal sample through the expression where C A = 2 hG Ce + hL C L is the total heat capacity per unit area. The quantity h refers to thickness, C to heat capacity, and K to thermal conductivity. The subscripts G and L refer to glass and liquid crystal, respectively. Separate thermal conductivity and heat capacity measurements were done for the glass slides used to hold the sample over the relevant temperature region to determine the glass contribution to equation (2) .
Other methods used to measure thermal conductivity of liquid-crystal mesophases, e.g., the steady state method [9] , thermal lens effect [10] , and forced Rayleigh light scattering technique [11, 12] [11] show that heat transport is essentially governed by orientational ordering and molecular properties, but not by long range positional ordering, or the smectic layer order. This suggests a direct coupling between thermal and hexatic order fluctuations near the transition in our system. Recently Hobbie and Huang [8] proposed a simple scaling model for smectic liquid crystals that predicts the thermal diffusivity to be given by where y is the order parameter susceptibility, e -X 1/ (2 -~) the « bulk » correlation length, t the reduced temperature and F,, the kinetic coefficient associated with the order parameter.
B is a background term that should be a relatively smooth function of temperature. For the conventional theory of the critical dynamics of nonconserved order parameter fluctuations (z = 2 -q ), Fe will be independent of the correlation length. Taking X -1 t 1-'Y and using static scaling, the above expression for DT 1 predicts CPIDT = A 1 t 1 -"' + "n + B, where [8] . Employing the scaling relations (dv = 2 -a, 2 v -TI v = 2 -2 f3 -a), we obtained 03B2 = 0.18, which is consistent with the value measured by Ho and Rosenblatt [14] for 650BC. The fits of the measured thermal diffusivity and conductivity are constructed according to DT = C pl (A :t 1 t 1-a + 11 v + B ) and K = C P/ (A± t -« + ~v + B ) using the fitted expression for CP. These fits are shown in figure 2a and 2b, respectively. The fact that the heat capacity (C ) has a sharper rise than the drop in the thermal diffusivity (DT ) near the transition temperature leads to a divergence in the thermal conductivity (K = C x DT). Although we know that the drop in DT is related to the critical slowing down of thermal fluctuations, we do not have microscopic explanations for the divergence in thermal conductivity. This agreement of the data with the conventional theory of critical dynamics (z = 2 -q ) depends strongly on the validity of the inferred f3. Although the value of q is unusually large and negative (q = -0.21 ± 0.03 ), it should be noted that the exponents y and v are only slightly removed from their mean field values ( y = 1.04 ± 0.05 and v = 0.47 ± 0.01).
In light of this strange value of ~, it is worthwhile to consider some other possible dynamic schemes. For z unknown, dynamic scaling gives F e2 -,l -z which, when substituting into the above expression for DT-1, gives the singular part of CP/DT proportional to 1 t 1-a + v (Z -z). This implies DT -03BE2-z which is what one gets by extending the dynamic scaling assumption to the thermal diffusion mode úJ q = DT k2. The fact that a) qsoftens weakly near T, implies that z is slightly larger than 2. Renormalization group calculations of z for an auxiliary conserved density that couples to the order parameter fluctuations like the temperature have been carried out by Hohenberg and Halperin [16] . For a one component order parameter, which would be an incomplete description of hexatic ordering, they find that [17] . Recently, Hobbie and Huang have investigated the temperature variation of thermal conductivity in the vicinity of the SmA-smectic-C (SmC) transition of one liquid-crystal compound [18] . They have found that both heat capacity and thermal conductivity show sharp jumps at the mean-field SmA-SmC transition. Furthermore, judging from the 10 %-90 % width of the jump, they obtained a sharper jump for the thermal conductivity than that for the heat capacity. Thus, this result indicates that our measurement technique will not increase the rounding region of the thermal conductivity in comparison with that for the heat-capacity anomaly.
In conclusion, we have performed high resolution thermal conductivity studies on the SmAHexB transition of 370BC, confirming the results of Nounesis et al. [7] 
